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Abstract:
So You’ve Decided to Make a Generic Pharmaceutical
Dr. Alex J. Stirk
Your boss comes to you one day, places a house brick in your hand and tells you to build a brick wall. They
then proceed to give you many specifications that you must meet, however you must not copy previously
built walls! What do you do? How do you place the bricks in order to build the wall so that it is still the
same as other walls – but different?
The solid-state form of generic pharmaceuticals is like this situation. You can only use the brick
that you are given (in this case a particular active pharmaceutical ingredient), yet you must be innovative
and novel when compared to the brand pharmaceutical. When developing a new pharmaceutical solid
form there are many pitfalls that one must avoid so that your form may eventually help patients in need.
Some of these pitfalls are chemical in nature, while others legal. This talk outlines the dos and don’ts of
crystal engineering a hypothetical successful generic pharmaceutical. The differences between industrial
and academic concerns will also be discussed with an attitude towards helping both fields understand
each other.

